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You Are Not Free Until You Can Sing

E

gypt is more than a geographical location where our ancestors were
once enslaved. Egypt represents the boundaries that confine and limit each one of us. We are commanded to “remember the day you left
Egypt every day of your life,” because each day, we are empowered to escape
our own personal Egypt, to escape the stagnation and confinement of our
habits, nature, and circumstances.
But even after we escaped Egypt, we are not yet entirely free. Just as the Jewish
people were frightened of the Egyptians until the Red Sea was split, we too are
under threat from our confining limitations until we cross the metaphorical
sea within ourselves. Only then are we fully liberated, capable of singing, as
our ancestors sang, the “Song of the Sea”.
The sea, explains the Kabbalah, represents the barrier between the conscious
mind and the soul’s hidden deeper recesses. When our experience is limited
to our conscious self, then, even if we are free, we are susceptible to sadness,
melancholy, and boredom, which drain us of passion and excitement.
To experience the joy of life, we have to split the sea. We must tear the barrier
between the conscious mind and the core of our soul. For our soul never gets
bored of life, it is never drained of excitement. Like a torch continuously surging upward, our soul is in constant motion, continually yearning to transcend
and reunite with its source. The soul’s yearning is what fills it with joy every
time it can act on its desire to transcend. Every connection with another person, every Mitzvah it performs, is as exhilarating to the soul as cold water is to
the person in an arid desert.
Since the conscious mind is oblivious to the thirst and yearning of the soul,
it is therefore indifferent to the passion of the soul’s never-ending dance between longing and joy.
Just as we are commanded to remember the exodus of Egypt every day, the
Midrash explains, so are we commanded to mention the splitting of the sea
each day, which is why we include the “Song of the Sea” in our morning
prayers.
The key to connecting to the passion of our soul is music. For unlike almost
any other pleasure, we don’t get bored of music. When learning, inquiring,
or reading, enjoyment is associated with novelty. We enjoy a new idea the
moment we hear about it, and from then on, the “return”, the pleasure, diminishes. The same is true about eating delicious food or any other pleasure. The
second piece of chocolate cake is never as enjoyable as the first. Music is an
exception. Generally speaking, the music we love most is the music we heard
many times before. In fact, the more we listen to a piece of music, the more
we enjoy it. That is because music touches the core of our soul, which feels the
intensity of the continuous dance of life, the yearning, and the joy.
Each morning, as we sing the Song of the Sea, we participate in the dance.
We sing together with our soul, feel its yearning, and rejoice in its pleasure of
connecting to G-d.
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YOUR HEART. YOUR MIND. YOUR PLACE.

Rochel Kaplan

Passover 5781
Dear Readers,
We arrive at Passover 5781. The Jewish people had just experienced redemption
from Egyptian slavery in the spring of 2448. Seven weeks later, they stood at the
foot of Mt. Sinai when G-d delivered the Ten Commandments. Moses returned
to the top of Mount Sinai and taught the new Jewish nation the Torah’s laws a
few short days later. The very first teaching was about owning a slave.
The laws of slavery form the introduction to all of the Torah’s laws because
they are fundamental and foundational in Judaism. “For the children of Israel
are slaves to Me - but they are not slaves to slaves.” Unlike other laws in the
Torah, which, when they are either violated or fulfilled, there is no direct link
to punishment or reward, respectively, the laws of slavery are different. In this
instance, the Torah links the punishment with what caused it. Our very own
physical body is affected by not submitting to The Almighty as master and sovereign. The ear, the limb that heard on Mount Sinai, “This one went and acquired for himself a master, so his ear shall be bored for everyone to see.” Better
to be true to our inner calling-submission and devotion to G-d- “My system
allows you to be inherently free.”
Understandably, we do not observe the Torah dispassionately, external to ourselves-performed by rote. We invest ourselves wholly and entirely with passion
and vigor. In all things, we are Jewish first and last. Judaism is not a garment
that we put on or take off at will. Judaism is who we are. We have skin in this
game. We were born Jewish, and we will die Jewish; thus, everything in between
is Jewish.
Daniel Pearl was a Jewish journalist kidnapped and murdered by terrorists in
Pakistan. His dying words were a proud declaration of his identity. In the face
of his captors, he declared, “My name is Daniel Pearl. I am a Jewish American
from Encino, California, USA. I come from, on my father’s side, the family is
Zionist. My father is Jewish; my mother is Jewish; I am Jewish. My family follows Judaism. We have made numerous family visits to Israel.” When looking
back in a moment of truth, Daniel expressed that he is a Jew, and he called
himself a Jewish American. Former New York City Mayor Ed Koch chose to
engrave the last words of Daniel Pearl on his tombstone: “My father is Jewish,
my mother is Jewish, I am Jewish.”
Jewish is who we are. America is where we live. It is a country we cherish for
giving us the freedom to be who we are and to practice our beliefs.
In 1941, 30,000 Jews were herded by the Nazis into the Kovno ghetto in Lithuania. There they were treated like slaves, and worse. They were beaten, tortured,
murdered. Nevertheless, at the same time, some aspects of life went on. In the
synagogues, there were morning prayers. One morning, the man leading the
prayer service came to the blessing, “Blessed are you G-d who has not made me
a slave.” He cried out in anguish, “How can I say this prayer? We are slaves!” His
words gripped the hearts of other worshippers. "When we are slaves to the Germans, how indeed can we thank G-d for not making us slaves?"
This dilemma was brought before a rabbi who was in the ghetto. “We should say
the prayer," he said, "Because spiritually, the Jew is always free. Although a Jewish body may be subservient, the soul is never subject to enslavement. Nothing
can enslave the soul, the essence of the Jew.”
This Passover let us celebrate our freedom from any oppression, individual and
collective.
With blessing to you and yours for a Kosher and Happy Pesach!
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In the beginning, G-d created the heaven
and the earth. When the earth was
astonishingly empty, with darkness upon
the surface of the deep, and the Divine
Presence hovered upon the surface of the
water; G-d said, ‘Let there be light,’ and
there was light. G-d saw that the light was
good, and G-d separated between the light
and the darkness. Sefer Breisheit, Perek
Aleph, Pasukim Alef-Daled.

A

s a physician, I defined myself
through my achievements. I took care
of people in the most dire of circumstances,
many of whom I was able to save -- With a
great deal of help from other physicians,
nurses and support staff. I was mindful of
cancer, how it impacted or might impact
my patients, but I did not know how much
I did not know about being a patient with
cancer.
In November 2018, when I received an
email a few days after my mammogram
informing me that the study did not detect
cancer, I was not surprised. I remember
barely taking the time to read the entirety
of the message. Like you, I was too busy
and pressed for time to allow for any
disruption in my normal routine. Ignoring
the fact that I had a key risk factor for
breast cancer -- being female -- I reassured
myself that I was BRACA negative, had no
family history of breast cancer and was in
the best shape of my life. The fact that 75%
of women diagnosed with breast cancer
have no family history did not have the
same meaning for me as it does today. The
1-out-of-8-women statistic was a fact that
had minimally impacted my world.
Several months after the mammogram,
numerous biopsies and radiologic studies

confirmed that I had been ensnared in a
statistical web intricately woven from
innumerable frigid waiting rooms.
As we enter the statistics sphere, our grief,
my grief, can paralyze and prevent us from
taking action. Emergency medicine
physicians learn the art of resiliency and
rely on a triage system to help them stay
focused and efficient in times of stress. We
use an easy color-coded system (Red,
Yellow, Green, Black) to ‘Sick:Not Sick.’
I utilized this system to spur me into
action, to put aside my anger and disbelief.
Remember, this is about remaining laser
focused to optimize survival, whether it be
emotional, mental, physical, spiritual or all
of the above.
Red: This is your ‘Make it or Break it’
opportunity. This is the time to call in
favors, unabashedly. You will need people
to pick up your children, drive you to
appointments, and cook food for you.
Organizations, like Bikkur Cholim, exist
to support you and your family. Call them.
Call your supervisor and come up with a
plan for time-off. Fill out FMLA (Family
Medical Leave Act) paperwork. Schedule
appointments and do not cancel them. Eat
healthfully; optimizing your nutrition is
paramount to survival.
Red is contacting your health insurance,
your short-term and long-term disability
carrier. It is picking up essential medicines.
It is the time to educate yourself and be
your best advocate. An informed patient,
coupled with a knowledgeable and kind
provider, is indomitable. You do not need
actualization during this period. This is
about minding the critical events and
seeing that they’re attended to.
set out to achieve. Accepting the yoke of
heaven impacts all details along the way;
the mitzvot by which we live.

What is an Aleph?
The Alte Rebbe explained the following
cardinal teaching to begin the learning
process, Aleph-Bet: A dot above, a dot
below: this is an aleph. [ יabove;  יbelow;
 וin the middle: that is an ( אG-d above,
the Jew below). The top  יabove is the
soul, the bottom  יthe body, and the  וin
the center, that combines the two, represents Fear of G-d]
The study of the Torah begins with this
foundational, most essential approach for
all times. It is rooted in the underlying perception that this is the Aleph of all Jewish
education. We are here to make an abode
for G-d in this physical world. We each
play a pivotal role in this objective. Infusing this Aleph teaching in every aspect of
shaping lives will help achieve what we

Moses, our leader, taught us a critical
teaching at the end of his life. That Torah is
not abstract or distant but its true significance is  כי קרוב אליך הדבר מאד…קרובtranslated as close but in particular, relevant.
Moses was relating the relevance of the
Torah to our lives in a practical and personal way. What seems foreign (in the
study of Torah) that may not seem to exist
or apply has application and relevancy,
even a personal message that will undoubtedly impact our life. In other words, Alephis the line of partnership that connects us
with G-d. We choose it because it is relevant. Because it is relevant, choose it.
Emotional intelligence is very different
from I.Q. In Chassidic philosophy, we
come to realize that we all seek connection, emotional relevance, and personal
application linked together with the deep
introspective and reflective depths of intellectual understanding. G-d loves us and
gives us a loving guidebook every step of
the way, beginning with Aleph and expounding upon the Aleph. If one looks at
half the picture, we do not get it! Half the
story is song. We must involve ourselves
on an emotional level and with emotional intelligence. Everything in education
is about Daat- connection. It is not about

Yellow: If you were paying the bills, help
your partner prioritize the payments and
let him/her manage the essential billpaying. Children’s basic needs are minded
in the red zone, but extra-curricular
activities will help provide a safe outlet; If
someone can help you maintain these
activities, then the children should go.
Find an activity that helps you decompress
(Exercise, reading, meditation, etc), as this
will fortify you when the red sea returns,
whether in drops, ripples or waves. Look
into support groups and go if you have the
time and energy. Self-care is essential to
survival. I have witnessed the power of
‘will’ in my patients and I witnessed
predictions dissolve. They are no match
for the human spirit and we have no
scientific ability to recreate the fierceness
of a human’s will to live. That’s not to say
that one only needs ‘will’ to survive. But I
do believe that when modern medicine is
applied to an individual who lacks the will
to survive, it is the essence of futility.
Green: Start to return the overdue library
books, pick up the dry cleaning, and RSVP
to the awaiting invitations. Schedule
routine appointments for your children.
Go to a support group, even if it’s just once.
Volunteer. Re-define yourself.
Black: is attended to when the crisis is
over. It will need to be handled carefully,
delicately and respectfully. I believe I am
currently in this stage. I lost a lot.
Physically. Financially. More importantly,
my mother and I were robbed of spending
time together before she died this past
November. Black, indeed.
As you move from one phase to the next,
know that some people will fall short of
how much one knows, but it is the knowledge of how much G-d cares about his creations: empathy in pain and struggle; joy
in victory and success.
Recognizing the heart and soul of Judaism,
empowers us to become alive and find happiness and purpose. “Working through intellectual pursuits while lacking any aspect
of relevancy in one’s life is like walking
in the sunlight on a bright day with your
eyes closed.” Every teaching can and must
emote with the love of G-d, love of man,
and love of Torah. Becoming honest with
Judaism is identifying with one’s deepest
place of peace and harmony. It takes hard
work, but the work must be with soul,
song, and opening up one’s heart to receive
the inspiration.
[Dr. Henry Kissinger, former foreign secretary of the United States, and Mrs. Golda
Meir, former Prime Minister of Israel, had
the following conversation: During an impasse in negotiations, Dr. Kissinger said,
“Golda, you must remember that first I am
an American, second, I am Secretary of
State, and third, I am a Jew.” Golda Meir
replied, “Henry, you forget that we read
from right to left in Israel.”]
Excerpt from a talk by Rabbi Simon Jacobson, The Meaningful Life Center at the
virtual Kinus Hashluchos 5781

your expectations. Do not waste valuable
energy judging others; You do not know
the silent trauma they may be battling.
Silver-linings abound. People you lost
touch with or barely know will reach out to
see how they can help. Your grandchild
coos in your arms, and you don’t just
smile, you laugh. You joined a support
group and met an amazing group of people
you would never have known if you hadn’t
become a statistic.
I am the 1 in 8. But I choose to be more
than that.
Like you, I have asked: Why would a
benevolent and forgiving G-d, allow
despair and devastation? I have realized
that while Hashem chose to create light, in
doing so, He did not destroy darkness.
Instead, Hashem separated them. Light
and Dark. Good and evil. Joy and Grief.
How are we to see the light, experience the
good, or burst with joy if we are already
there? Might it be the journey from one to
the other that enables us to experience and
appreciate all that He has blessed us with?
The silver linings will always accompany
any darkness we face. This, from my
perspective is a promise fulfilled.
The Author: Attended Harvard Medical
School and completed her residency in
Emergency Medicine at Johns Hopkins
Hospital. She has worked in a variety of
clinical settings over the last twenty years.
She currently serves as a Medical Director
for a large national insurance organization.
She continues to be treated for Stage IIB
breast cancer.

Parmesan
Roasted Almonds
Kosher for Passover recipe
By Chanie Apfelbaum,
Busy in Brooklyn
Preheat oven to 250 degrees F.
2 cups unsalted almonds (.75 lb)
1 egg white
1/2 cup Natural & Kosher Cheese grated
parmesan
1/2 tsp oregano
1/2 tsp basil
1/2 tsp garlic powder
salt and pepper, to taste
Mix the parmesan cheese with the spices. Separately, whisk the egg white until
frothy, add the nuts and stir until coated. Sprinkle the parmesan mixture over
the nuts and mix until coated. Arrange
the nuts in a single layer on a parchment-lined baking sheet. Bake for 30-40
minutes until golden and fragrant. Cool
for at least 1 hour.
Remove the nuts from the baking sheet.
Break into bite- sized pieces and store in
an airtight container.

Gavi’s Way
‘The Path of Mind, The Path of Faith’

purpose. We know our desire and we take a leap of
faith then jump into action.

growing in happiness that motivated his pranks.
Perhaps his heart was in it because he is an Adar
baby, 26 Adar. Gavriel Mardechai is his full name,
Mardechai after my grandfather. He lived building
chayos and simcha wherever he sojourned, yeshiva,
work, or home.
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Ethics of The Fathers is traditionally studied in the spring between Passover and Shavuot, one chapter each Shabbat

Ben Zoma chapter 4:1
In this Mishnah, Ben Zoma speaks of true and meaningful wisdom, strength,
wealth, and honor when they are inspired by and lead to “perceiving and
knowing” G-d, rather imbued with a higher purpose. Ben Zoma is especially
suited to discuss these attributes since he possessed them all:
Wisdom-He who sees Ben Zoma in a dream should await wisdom.
Strength-Ben Zoma was known for his great exegesis ability (associated with
the part of the brain called Binah-understanding), associated with Gevurah-strength.
Wealth-Ben Zoma was very wealthy.
Honor- possessing all these attributes, he obviously received much honor.
Who is wise? He who learns from every person, even from those inferior to
him in age and wisdom. His desire to learn is pure-to know and perceive
G-d- and not for self-aggrandizement.
When we see our fellow as a testimony to G-d’s existence, we can see and
learn from the good in them.
Who is strong? He who subdues his evil inclination.
Proverbs 16:32: He who is slow to anger is better than the strong man, and he
who masters his passions is better than one who conquers a city. Ben Zoma
contrasts self-control with courage. He asserts that self-control and the ability to forgive is a greater strength than fearless bravery.
Who is rich? He is happy with his lot and consequently enjoys peace of
mind.
Psalms 128:2: When you eat of the labor of your hands, happy are you, and it
shall be well with you. Happy are you-in this world, and it shall be well with
you in the World to come.
Who is honored? He who honors others (creatures)-the type of person
whose only redeeming factor is that he is a “creature” of Almighty G-d. Indeed those who honor Me I will honor, and those who despise Me shall be
degraded.
The Exception: In earthly matters, think of those who have less than you and
be happy with your lot. In heavenly matters, think of those who are greater
than you and seek to grow constantly. This concept is alluded to in heaven
above and upon the earth below: In heavenly matters, look above. In earthly
matters, look below.
The commentary Luach Arazim: Genesis 19:17: Do not look behind you and
do not stand on any of the plain; run to the mountain, lest you be swept away.
Referencing Sodom and Gomorrah’s story upon destruction, we encounter
Lot and his family, inhabitants of the city. Lot (nephew of Abraham) and his
wife were perhaps satisfied with their spiritual status by looking behind them
at those who were being destroyed. The angel, therefore, warns them: “Do
not look behind you-do not measure yourself by those inferior to you. Do
not stand on any of the plain; do not remain complacent and satisfied with
yourself-you must constantly rise and grow in your spiritual life.” Lot’s wife,
who did look back, turned into a pillar of salt. Because she contrasted herself
to those inferior to her, she became complacent and inanimate, like salt,
which does not experience growth.

If you wait until you
find the meaning of life,
will there be enough life
left to live meaningfully?
-The Lubavitcher Rebbe

The Cosmic
Roots of
Marriage
Kabbalah of Marriage
Two of Four Part Series

Becoming One
In the first human marriage, Adam and Eve are initially created as “a
single, two-faced body.” The single being is split in two — a man and
a woman — creating the essence of sexual tension: a primal memory
of original oneness, countered by the strangeness of otherness and
difference. Like every groom, Adam is apprehensive; he wants to keep
his options open. Married, he sees the light. “This is it!” he proclaims.
“A bone of my bone, flesh of my flesh... Therefore a man will leave his
father and his mother and cleave to his wife, and they shall become
one flesh.”
This process of separation and alienation, and subsequent reunion, is
reenacted by the wedding of every couple. A soul which was sheared
in half enters two bodies. The attraction between the sexes is a direct
result of the soul’s deep longing to reunite with its long lost other half;
a feat accomplished by the wedding canopy.
The essence of marriage is to become one. If man and woman would
have simply remained the “single being” that they initially were, there
would have been no alienation, no mystery, no reunion; no marriage.
If they would have been initially created as two distinct beings, the
gap of difference would have been insurmountable — there would be
no way for them to become truly one. It is their intrinsic oneness,
coupled with their acquired distinctiveness and difference, that is the
secret of marriage, of creation, of life.
Reprinted from chabad.org
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